
Our company is hiring for a senior manager, media. We appreciate you taking the
time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t
fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for senior manager, media

Understand and articulate Affiliate and Influencer’s roles in the Marketing
ecosystem and lead proactive insights on channel opportunities through both
short-term and long-term business lenses
Monitor and escalate streaming performance and other technical issues as
appropriate
Track performance and drive improvements for video quality across all
platforms
Collaborate with product, technical, and operational teams to determine
business and technical requirements for new product delivery as it pertains to
video streaming and delivery
Assist in deployment and daily management of live encoding appliances
Assist in active monitoring of live encoding appliances during marquee events
Support deals after close by creating and maintaining contract management
procedures
Act as initial point of contact for various production departments
Lead the team in the day-to-day management and optimization of media,
ensuring the team delivers excellent performance across all channels, tied to
performance goals / business objectives
Responsible for effectively managing campaign spend across biddable media
platforms by implementing bid and budget changes including ownership and
delivery of pacing documents to appropriate teams monthly as defined by
business
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Ability to interpret and synthesise information, generating useful insights that
can be readily understood and acted upon by others
Must possess a thorough understanding of interactive communications and
creative development processes industry best practices
Familiarity with product range, target audience and competitor activities in
key markets
Highly creative and imaginative abilities, curiosity for products, propositions
and services
Excellent interpersonal and communication skills, working well in a team and
with a range of creative and business professionals
Ability to analyze and interpret data with an interest in human behavior,
psychology, cultural and social trends, and consumer issues


